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Classical Civilisations A Level (OCR Exam Board) 

Classical Civilisations (or ‘Classics’ for short!) is an interesting and unique subject that gives you the 

opportunity to study a wide range of topics and build on many of the skills you have developed at 

GCSE.  We focus on Greek and Roman ancient history looking at everything from mythology, through 

the political history of the early empire, and into the different ideas about gender and relationships 

in each society. 

We study: 

• Greek and Roman epic – we look at the early stories of Homer from Greece and Virgil from 

Rome which tell of the Trojan War and it’s aftermath focussing on the journey of Odysseus 

to his home at Ithaca, and Aeneas’ attempts to found a new Trojan city in Italy. 

• Imperial Image – looking at the end of the Roman Republic and the beginning of the 

Imperial period with a focus on the way that Augustus projected his own image to gain 

support for his rule.  We look at a range of archaeological and historical sources to 

understand the way that Augustus gained power. 

• Love & Relationships – is an opportunity to look at the whole society of Greece and Rome 

and how they thought about a range of ideas like love, desire, sex, and gender.  We look at 

literary and philosophical sources, but you are also encouraged to read as widely as possible 

to help you gain a deep understanding of the two societies. 

What makes a good Classical Civilisations Student? 

• The most important thing is to have an interest in the topics and enjoy reading and history.  

Students who are prepared to read widely and have a real sense of curiosity undoubtedly do 

better, as well as just simply enjoying the subject more! 

• Lessons in Classics involve lots of discussion and an exchange of ideas, so getting involved in 

these discussions will improve your grades as well as helping you develop both the breadth 

of your understanding as well as your confidence. 

• You also need to be prepared to work hard and keep up with the subject matter by working 

independently and making use of your time properly to consolidate your knowledge and 

improve your essay writing. 

Additional Reading 

Classics is a subject which has been around for a very long time, and so there are lots of things you 

can read to get started, find new information, or expand on what you already know.  There are also 

a number of texts which you will have to read as part of the course so you might like to make a start 

on that as well – have a look through the list below and pick out anything that looks like you might 

find it interesting. 

Author Title Publisher Topic 
Translated by E.V. Rieu (with an 
introduction by Peter Jones) 

Homer’s Odyssey Penguin Classics 
The story of Odysseus’ journey from 
Troy. 

Translated by David West Virgil’s Aeneid Penguin Classics 
The story of Aeneas’ journey after 
the destruction of Troy. 

Plato (translated by Christopher Gill) The Symposium Penguin Classics 
A philosophical discussion about 
love during an Athenian drinking 
party. 

Seneca (translated by Robin 
Campbell) 

Letters from a Stoic Penguin Classics 
Seneca’s writing on morality and 
stoic philosophy. 



Mary Barnard Sappho 
University of 

California Press 
Translations of Sappho’s poetry 

Philip Freeman 
Searching for 

Sappho 
WW Norton & 

Co 
A discussion of Sappho using her 
poetry to understand the poet. 

Sappho Come Close 
Penguin Little 
Black Classics 

Translation of Sappho’s poetry 

Ovid (translated by E. J. Kenney et al) Metamorphoses 
Oxford World’s 

Classics 
Ovid’s epic poem on the 
mythology/history of the world. 

Andrew Wallace-Hadrill Augustan Rome 
Bloomsbury 

Academic 

Hadrill’s explanation of the end of 
the Roman Republic and rise to 
power of Augustus. 

Werner Eck 
The Age of 
Augustus 

Blackwell 
Ancient Lives 

A general history of the life and 
career of Augustus 

Robin Sowerby 

York Notes on 
“Homer’s Odyssey” 

and “Virgil’s 
Aeneid” 

York Notes 
Advanced 

A nice simple summary with 
explanation of the poems of Homer 
and Virgil 

Madeline Miller Circe 
Bloomsbury 
Publishing 

A reworking of Greek mythology 
from the perspective of the witch 
Circe. 

Natalie Haynes A Thousand Ships Picador 
A reworking of the story of the 
Trojan war. 

 

Summer Activities 

The first lessons in September start with Homer’s Odyssey so getting your head round some Greek 

history and mythology is a good place to start. 

Task 1 

Research the myths of ‘Leda and the Swan’ and the ‘House of Atreus’ and make some notes to help 

you remember the stories.  You could find out: the names of key characters; what happens in the 

main stories; the consequences of some of the events.  Then find one example of the myths in more 

modern art or literature and try to think about how the author has interpreted the myth. 

Here are some websites you could use: 

Leda and the Swan (leonardodavinci.net) 

Leda and the Swan by W. B. Yeats - Poems | Academy of American Poets 

Leda | Greek mythology | Britannica 

The House of Atreus in Greek Mythology - Greek Legends and Myths 

The House of Atreus in Classical Greek Tragedy (thoughtco.com) 

The Curse of the House of Atreus: A Dysfunctional Family Taken to Extremes | Ancient Origins 

(ancient-origins.net) 

Task 2 

Who were the Mycenaeans?  Find out as much as you can about this ancient civilisation and make a 

colourful poster to show what you find out. 

Task 3 

https://www.leonardodavinci.net/leda-and-the-swan.jsp
https://poets.org/poem/leda-and-swan
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Leda-Greek-mythology
https://www.greeklegendsandmyths.com/house-of-atreus.html
https://www.thoughtco.com/the-house-of-atreus-119123
https://www.ancient-origins.net/news/curse-house-atreus-dysfunctional-family-taken-extremes-002048
https://www.ancient-origins.net/news/curse-house-atreus-dysfunctional-family-taken-extremes-002048


Find out about the character of Odysseus.  Odysseus | Myth, Significance, Trojan War, & Odyssey | 

Britannica 

Have a look on the website (and others if you would like) and make notes on the life of Odysseus 

and the various stories about the character.  Use your notes to create a short summary of his life – 

you could do this as a short story or as a comic strip of key events. 

Task 4 

Find out about the Roman empire by having a look on BBC BiteSize BBC - Search results for ancient 

Rome 

Use the website articles to make notes about what life was like in the empire and some of the 

history and myths.  You could then have a look on other sites to see if you can add to your notes. 

Task 5 

Research the Roman invasion of Britain and make notes.  You could use some of these sites to get 

your info: 

How the Romans conquered Britain - BBC Bitesize 

BBC - History - Overview: Roman Britain, 43 - 410 AD 

Roman Britain - the Roman invasion (britainexpress.com) 

Timeline of the Romans in Britain (historic-uk.com) 

Additional – see if you can find out about any Roman sites in Britain and make notes on the most 

interesting/your favourite (e.g. Hadrian’s Wall, Vindolanda, Colchester, Fishbourne Palace, Roman 

York, Baths of Sulis Minerva at Bath) 

Task 6 

Find out about the life of Julius Caesar.  Make notes on things like: the places he fought, major 

events in his life, how he died.  You could also look at how his death has been presented since that 

time by looking at sources like: 

Suetonius (69–140) - The Twelve Caesars: Book I, Julius Caesar (poetryintranslation.com) 

The plot | Julius Caesar | Royal Shakespeare Company (rsc.org.uk) 

Cultural depictions of Julius Caesar - Wikipedia 

Then have a look at the digital map and make notes on any interesting buildings. 

Homepage | Digital Augustan Rome 

Additional Task 

Find out how Classics has influenced modern art or culture.  You could have a look at Classics in 

films, TV or games, how artists incorporate mythology into art, or how modern literature re-works 

classical mythology.  Make notes on what you find out and write down some of the examples you 

find out about. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Odysseus
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Odysseus
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/search?q=ancient+Rome&page=1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/search?q=ancient+Rome&page=1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/z9j4kqt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/romans/overview_roman_01.shtml
https://www.britainexpress.com/History/Roman_invasion.htm
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofBritain/Timeline-of-Roman-Britain/
https://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/Latin/Suetonius1.php
https://www.rsc.org.uk/julius-caesar/the-plot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_depictions_of_Julius_Caesar
https://www.digitalaugustanrome.org/
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